An Introduction to
Oracle9i Reports

Enterprise Reporting
Challenges

Data Sources
Flat files

OLAP

Web Services

First Databases, then flat files, other databases, OLAP, XML, Web Services…. The number
of data sources to report on continues to grow.

Output Formats
<HTML>

XSL:FO

PCL
CSV
Postscript

First Character, then Postscript, PCL, HMTL, PDF, XML, …. The number of output formats
enterprise reports are required in, continues to grow.

Paper vs. Web Publishing
8.5”
GIF89a

11”
hyperlinks

JavaScript

For high fidelity reporting, reports must acknowledge the difference between the mediums.
Reports formatted for paper have the following characteristics:
yAre optimized a printer – output medium has fixed dimensions
yIncludes headers/footers, and headings repeated on each page
yPaginated output can have “rules” (e.g. don’t print the master record unless all the detail
records will fit on the same page) – thus objects need to be anchored with other objects
yTables of Contents
yno animated gif’s, java applets
yPdf is the only ‘paper oriented format’ that supports hyperlinks and (limited) javascript.
Reports formatted for the web are different:
yPage is as large as the designer wants
yCan add hyperlinks, animated gif’s, java applets, and javascript, stylesheets, frames

Output Destinations

First printer, then browser, email, cell phone, …. The number of output devices an
enterprise report must be delivered to, continues to grow.
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• Protracted and complex implementation
• Escalating maintenance costs
• Integration is key!

This is why an integrated business intelligence solution is important – and this means that the enterprise reporting tool
must be tightly integrated with other components that make up the solution.

What is
Oracle9i Reports?

What is Oracle9i Reports?
An enterprise reporting tool that
allows IT developers to publish any
data, in any format, anywhere
Oracle9i Reports enables precise
decision through distribution of
information to all end users

Oracle9i Reports is a powerful reporting tool that is used for dynamic, enterprise reporting. It
is a high quality tool that enables IT personnel to distribute information to all levels of the
organization. It imposes no limits whatsoever on the developer and offers many advantages
to the user. Oracle9iAS Reports Services offers a scaleable, robust, and highly optimized
reporting architecture to address the needs of large organizations. Reports developed using
the Reports Developer may be deployed on the Web quickly and easily with no changes to
the report. The application server based reporting engine ensures scalability.

Packaging
DEVELOPMENT
Oracle9i Reports Developer
Available on: Win32, Linux, Solaris,
HP/UX
DEPLOYMENT
Oracle9iAS Reports Services
Available on: Win32, Linux, Solaris,
HP/UX, AIX, Tru64

Before getting started, it’s important to understand the packaging. Oracle9i Reports has 2
components – the development environment and the deployment environment. The
development environment is a part of Oracle9i Developer Suite. The deployment
environment is a part of Oracle9i Application Server (Oracle9iAS) Enterprise Edition.
Reports is not available to purchase standalone – customers buy 9iAS and 9iDS and can
use as much or as little of the stack as they wish.
For pricing information, goto http://oraclestore.oracle.com and look for pricing for Oracle9i
Developer Suite and Oracle9iAS EE (Enterprise Edition).
The report development environment is available on: Windows NT/2000/XP, Solaris, Linux,
HP/UX
The report deployment environment is available on: Windows NT/2000/XP, Solaris, Linux,
HP/UX , HP Tru64, and IBM AIX
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This shows the architecture of Oracle9i Reports. A developer creates the report with Oracle9i Reports
Developer (a component of Oracle9iDS). and deploys this to Oracle9iAS Reports (within Oracle9iAS EE) for
execution.
At runtime, requests are received from the browser by Oracle9iAS HTTP Listener, and passed to Oracle9iAS
Reports Services. The report server connects to the data source(s) and generates the output, and then
distributes it – either back to the browser, or to one or more supported destinations.
For maximum security, SSL (HTTPS) and firewalls are also supported.

Any Data

Publishing ALL the RIGHT data
• Out-of-the-box:
Oracle9i, XML, JDBC,
Text Files, PL/SQL Ref
Cursors, Express
• OTN: Oracle9i OLAP,
Web Services

• Unlimited # queries
• Link queries of different
types
• Parameters & Lexicals
• Summaries & Placeholders
• Open Java-API to add new
data sources

Out-of-the-box, Oracle9i Reports has the following data sources available:
•Oracle9i
•XML
•JDBC
•Text Files
•PL/SQL Ref Cursors
•Express
And from OTN, the following data sources may be downloaded:
•Oracle9i OLAP
•Web Services
Over time, more data sources will be made available on OTN.
Developers can build reports with an unlimited number of queries of different types, and
these queries can be linked (i.e, a SQL query can drive an XML query). Oracle9i Reports
supports parameters to enable personalization of queries (e.g., “only return the sales
information for department 20”) and lexicals mean that entire parts of the report query can
be dynamically created at runtime, depending on criteria specified by end users when the
supply parameter information or some other programmatic criteria. Also supported are
summaries computed at different levels, and placeholders, which are columns for which
developers set the datatype and value in PL/SQL that you define. Placeholder columns are
useful when you want to selectively set the value of a column (e.g., each time the nth record
is fetched, or each time a record containing a specific value is fetched, etc.). Finally, there
are open Java apis, so developers can easily add new data sources to Oracle9i Reports.

Rapid Development with Wizards

XML

XML

SQL
SQL

Queries are built quickly and easily with wizards. Developers may use each the editor of
each query (which varies, depending on the query type) to alter the query. Oracle9i Reports
supports multiple, concurrent connections to different data sources, and is integrated with
the Oracle9i Single Sign-On server to support authentication to different data sources.

Any Format

Single JSP/XML-based Definition

Publish to
Paper

Publish to Web

Oracle9i Reports has always been a powerful tool to publish data in a variety of formats.
Oracle9i Reports combines the strengths of scaleable reporting architecture with the
additional advantages of JSP (1.1) custom tag technology to deliver high quality HTML
pages for Web publishing – whilst at the same time retaining it’s strengths in Paper
publishing. A Web developer can use his favorite Web authoring tool to design a Web page.
The dynamic data that has to be presented in this page can then be “injected” in through the
use of JSP tags into the appropriate sections of the page. Alternatively, designers may use
templates that are supplied by Oracle Reports to build the page. The Reports metadata can
be stored within the JSP source or even in a traditional RDF and just referenced with a
single tag. With this approach, Oracle9i Reports does not own the entire page, and hence it
becomes easier to incorporate HTML content from other JSPs, or any other HTML provider.
Oracle9i Reports Developer has been enhanced to permit the loading and saving of Report
definitions in XML or JSP (which embeds XML). An XML-based definition of the report
means developers now have an api to report definition – either for reading (eg for automated
impact analysis) or even for Report creation.
So now developer’s have a report writing tool that understand the requirements and
differences between web and paper publishing, whilst permitting business logic and datamodeling to be shared between the formats. Note: a JSP doesn’t HAVE to be HTML – could
be WML for example. Microsoft Excel 2000 (or later) also supports an HTML/XML definition
of a spreadsheet – thus it is relatively easy to create a template with formatting in Excel
2000, save as HTML/XML, and then use Reports JSP tags to add content from various data
sources.

Any Format
y Unlimited number of un-banded layouts
y Web layout designed for any tagged format, Paper
layout designed for page-oriented formats
y Exception formatting, Report Customization via XML
y WYSIWYG Paper layout editing
PCL, Postscript, PDF, RTF
Delimited, Text
HTML, XML
Any tagged format

No limits are placed on the developer – layouts can be as simple or as complex as a
developer wants, and they are free to put anything on any part of the report. Oracle9i
Reports has 2 layout types – a layout designed for page-oriented formats, and another
designed for web. Out-of-the-box reports may be generated in:
•Postscript
•PCL
•PDF
•RTF
•Delimited Text
•Text
•HTML
•XML
In addition, any tagged format is supported via JSP’s. All these formats are available on ALL
supported platforms.
A powerful WYSIWYG editor is available to facilitate easy paper report development.

Flexible Formatting

Examples of what can be achieved from a SINGLE JSP!

Rapid Application Development

Oracle9i Reports has many wizards to make building complex reports quick and easy.

PDF 1.4 Support
y Compression
y Multi-byte
y Font Embedding
& Subsetting
y Accessibility

PDF 1.4 Support offers the following:
Compression
By default, PDF output in Oracle9i Reports will be compressed. Files that
compressed files are approximately one fifth the size of the original file.
Multi-byte Character Support
Reports 9i supports multi-byte characters for reports formatted in PDF. You can
produce reports that display text in Chinese Simplified, Chinese Traditional,
Japanese, and Korean.
First, you need to install the desired Asian font pack on your system. You can
download the font pack from Adobe’s Web site. Then, you will have to set the
NLS_LANG parameter on your system to the appropriate value for that language.
Font Embedding & subsetting
This is where the font is embedded right in your report pdf output – so regardless of
the fonts used, it is portable to another machine. With embedding, the entire font is
sent with the document. With subsetting, the “pieces” of the font used in the
document are embedded. Note: For multi-byte fonts and Unicode fonts, the size of
the font usually runs to megabytes. For this reason, font embedding is supported for
single byte fonts only (these fonts average between 30 and 50K and can be
compressed in Reports). Subsetting is supported for single and multibyte fonts (incl.
Unicode).
Accessibility
The American’s with Disabilities Act requires that output be accessible to users of
assistive technologies (eg screen readers). Adobe has added features in PDF 1.4 to
permit screen readers to “read” PDF documents with Adobe acrobat reader 5.0
(with an accessibility plug-in). Oracle9i Reports has added properties to allow
developers to specify the tags to use when producing accessible PDF output.
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Report Bursting
The capability of producing multiple copies of a given report, or portions of it, in
different formats and sending it to different destinations is referred to as report
bursting. Distribution allows users to send the output from a single run of the report
to multiple destinations.
It is often necessary to distribute a report to different media, such as paper, mail,
Web formats or even delimited (Excel) output. Likewise, it may be required that
different sections of a single report be distributed in different formats to different sets
of people. Oracle9i Reports can “burst” reports in several ways. First, it can burst
based on the 3 different sections of a report (header, main, and trailer), and
distribute them to different sets of users in many different formats. You can create
distribution lists for the entire report (report property) and for individual sections of
the report (section property). In addition, users have the ability to burst on repeating
data within a report. For example, based on the department being fetched, a report
can be distributed to employees within that department. This ensures that each user
only receives information that is relevant and appropriate for them. For example, the
manager of Department 10 will get an e-mail with the salary information for
employees in Department 10; the manager of Department 20 will only be e-mailed
the salary information for employees in Department 20, etc. etc. while a summary
may be printed out for the CEO of the company. More importantly, the report is
actually run only once, and the output is sent to the different sets of users according
to the requirements. You only have the overhead of a single data fetch and format in
order to distribute the report. This is called “one-pass reporting” and is a key feature
in Oracle9i Reports.

Custom Business Logic
y Middle-tier logic via PL/SQL
y Over 150 Built-in Utility
Functions/Procedures
y Debug, Color Coding, Syntax
Palette
y Call DB Stored Procedures,
Packages, …
y Call-out to Java & C
–
–

Barcode generation
Web Services for Currency
Conversion

Developers can easily add their custom business logic. The middle-tier executing logic is in
PL/SQL (Functions, Procedures, Libraries, Format & Report Triggers) which is a language
used by many components in the Oracle stack, but developers can easily call out to C/Java.

Extensive NLS Support
y 20 Character-sets
supported (incl.
Unicode) output for
HTML, PDF, RTF
y ~26 Languages
supported at runtime
y 9 Languages
supported at designtime (incl. Japanese
& Chinese)

National Language Support has always been a strength of Oracle9i Reports. The report
development environment (IDE) is capable of running in 9 languages (including Japanese
and Chinese). At runtime, messages can be given to users in approximately 26 languages,
and the report output can be generated in over 26 different character-sets, including
Unicode for PDF, RTF, and HTML.

Anywhere

Anywhere
• Out-of-the-box: Printer,
File, Browser, E-Mail,
Oracle9iAS Portal
• OTN: WebDAV, FTP,
Oracle9iAS Wireless

• Standards-based
deployment – JSP and
Servlet
• Open Java-API to add
your own destinations
and notifications

Oracle9I Reports supports the following destinations for generated content:
•Printer
•File
•Browser
•E-Mail
•Oracle9iAS Portal
On OTN, the following destinations may be downloaded:
•WebDAV
•FTP
•Oracle9iAS Wireless
In addition, for notifications (of report success or failure) the following are available
•E-Mail (out-of-the-box)
•Oracle9iAS Wireless (OTN)

Architecture – A Closer Look
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We will now take a closer look at Oracle9iAS Reports Services, a component of Oracle9iAS

Scalable Deployment
Oracle9iAS
Reports Services

Engine
Engine

Cache
Engine
Engine

How does it work?
When a request is received for the servlet to run a job, it communicates with the reports
server. After checking security with SSO server and obtaining the appropriate credentials,
the server spawns an engine of the appropriate type to perform the task. In the case of a
report, the reports engine spawned interprets the XML for the paper layout (if running a JSP)
or executes the RDF directly to produce PDF, RTF, Postscript, PCL, etc. The engine also
connects to the various different data source(s) to fetch the data and can get this
authentication information from the SSO server. After the output is created, the Server
securely caches and distributes it, and provides notification(s) of the success/failure of the
job. Only authenticated users may see the cached output, and if the same request comes in
for the same content but to a different destination, the cached content can be used. The
Server also has a persistent cache – so it will ‘remember’ content that has been cached
between server restarts. Expiration is also supported for cached content.
In-Process Server
If configured, the Reports Server can actually run in-process with the Oracle9iAS Containers
For Java – improving performance even more.

Interfaces to the Server

Oracle9iAS
Reports Services

It is often desirable to have a report be initiated by some event that has happened in
the organization. For example, when an employee submits an expense report, new
data is inserted into the database. When this insert (or ‘event’) occurs, the
employee’s manager receives a notification in his portal page or by e-mail asking
him to approve/reject this expense report.
With the Oracle9i Reports feature called event based reporting, this is possible. The
notification is a report (paper or Web - or both) that is to be e-mailed to the
manager, and/or sent to the manager’s portal page. A set of supplied PL/SQL
stored procedures can be called from a database trigger to run the report when the
data is inserted. The trigger invokes the Reports server and the job is submitted to
the server. Other supported means of initiating report requests include the reports
server scheduler, Oracle9i Advanced Queues, HTTP requests (URL’s), Web
Services and Java programs.

J2EE Application Server Support

Data Sources
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The Oracle9i Reports J2EE Thin Client (available for download on OTN) has been developed to allow customers
to integrate Oracle9i Reports into their existing enterprise environment without substantially changing their
architecture. It permits report JSP’s to be deployed on a J2EE application server, and the reports servlet may be
deployed on a J2EE application server to initiate a run of an already deployed report. The Oracle9i Reports
J2EE Thin Client executes the report and sends requests to Oracle9iAS Reports Services (installed as part of
Oracle9iAS Enterprise Edition either on the same machine or a remote machine). This fetches and formats the
data, and the output is then returned to the J2EE application server for on-line delivery (i.e. browser), or
distributed by the Oracle9iAS Reports Services to other destinations (email, WebDAV, etc). The client supports
the following J2EE application servers:
•Oracle9i Application Server J2EE Edition (9.0.2 and 9.0.3)
•BEA Weblogic 7.0
Support for IBM WebSphere 5 and Tomcat 3.3 will shortly be available.

Open Infrastructure – APIs
Plug-In Interface

Oracle9i
Oracle9i
Reports
Reports

Security Services
Destinations
Engines
Notifications
Cache Managers
Data Sources

Out-of-the-box
For each of these facilities, we provide an ‘out-of-the-box’ implementation(s):
Security = Access Control Lists (ACL’s) stored in Oracle9i AS Portal
Destinations = Web, Printer, Email, File, Oracle9iAS Portal, WebDAV, FTP
Engines = Report, URL Engine
Notifications = Email
Cache Manager = FIFO policy
Data Source = Text Files, JDBC, XML, Oracle9i OLAP, Web Services
Open APIs
Open Java APIs enable users to plug in their own implementation for each of these
facilities into Oracle9i Reports. While Reports offers distribution to various
destinations such as cache, mail, printer, etc., users will also be able to specify their
own destinations, such as fax and FTP. You can create your own Security
mechanisms/storage for ACL’s. By plugging in new engines, you can transform the
Reports Server into an all-purpose server environment. Your engine could e.g.
execute a given OS command. By plugging it into the server, you can leverage all
it’s other features like scheduling, security, distribution, notification and cache
management. So you only have to worry about the immediate logic that is required
for your specific task. Using the notification API you can plug in new notifications.
By default the server is capable of email-notification on a job-level, so an
administrator can be informed, if a job fails. You can expand this functionality using
the Notification API. Together with the API for event-driven publishing you can
integrate the Reports Services easily into Oracle Workflow using the notification
mechanism as interface to the business-event-model.
The Oracle9i Reports SDK available on OTN helps developers to use these Open
APIs. It contains open source examples, tutorials, Oracle9i JDeveloper project files,
JavaDoc, and pointers to related collateral.

Secured
y Application Security
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y Data Security
–

Secure data source access
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Without single sign-on, each user must maintain a separate identity and password for each
application they access. Maintaining multiple passwords for each user is expensive and
insecure. With respect to the single sign-on functionality for Oracle9iAS Reports
Services, the authentication to the Reports Server as a resource and the authentication
to subsequently accessed data sources has been seamlessly integrated with Oracle9i
Single Signon (which uses the Oracle Internet Directory (LDAP) server which can also
connect to other LDAP servers if necessary) so there is NO extra code that needs to be
written. There are two levels of security:
1. Application-level security (or access control lists – ACL’s) can be put in place
to specify what report requests the users or groups can generate. This
application-level security is necessary to ensure that only those authorized users
or groups can generate a specific report. Specifically:
•

Who has privileges to access a report, Report Servers, and printers.

•

What report definition files, Reports Servers, and printers are available
for use.

•

When reports definition files, Reports Servers, and printers are
available for report submission.

•

Where particular instances of reports may be run, with specific
parameters, in a particular format, against particular Reports Servers,
on specific printers, etc.

Oracle9i Reports has an open infrastructure for report administration and
security with an out-of-the-box implementation using Oracle9iAS Portal.
Once entered, only those users who have system administrator
privileges can access this security information. As previously
mentioned, this ACL storage may be ‘plugged out’ and replaced with a
user-defined ACL system.
2. Data-level security defines and optionally stores the logons to the various data
source(s) that provide data for reports. This ensures that users can sign-on
once, and behind the scenes have the Single-Signon server provide all the
appropriate authentication for all the remote data sources. This information is
stored in Oracle Internet Directory

Integration

Reports as Portlets

Oracle9iAS Portal is a web-based application for building and deploying e-business portals.
It provides a secure, manageable environment for accessing and interacting with enterprise
software services and information resources.
Oracle9i Reports has been integrated with Oracle9iAS Portal in several ways:
•Reports can be run dynamically from within the portal
•Reports can be scheduled and the reports output pushed directly into Portal pages (and this
can be made to be repeated, and the user may elect to overwrite the old output or retain it
and add a new version.
•Report may be portlets – as shown by the slide. Reports portlets have access to all the
standard facilities that portlets have e.g. Oracle9iAS Portal page-level parameters.

Oracle9iAS Portal Report Import
Oracle9i Reports
Developer

X
XM
MLL

Oracle9iAS
Portal

Oracle9iAS Portal allows you to build quick and simple HTML reports. However developers
may find they need a PDF version of that report, or want to enhance it (eg add more queries,
make the layout more complex, etc). Oracle9i Reports Developer makes this easy –
Developers can simply pick a report from the list of reports in Portal and import it. The
report is then converted on-the-fly to an Oracle Report, and now developers have the wealth
of features and wizards in Oracle9i Reports at their disposal. With the Oracle9iAS Portal
integration, the report may then be deployed back within the Portal.

Import from Ad-Hoc Query Tool:
Oracle9iAS Discoverer
Enterprise
Reporting

X
XM
MLL

Ad-Hoc Query &
Analysis

Oracle9iAS Discoverer Plus and Viewer are now able to export discoverer worksheets to
XML that can be opened in Oracle9i Reports Developer. This export contains the query plus
all the formatting information necessary to create a paper report (including conditional
formatting). Developers can take this report and now do everything they can with an Oracle
Report - produce PDF, or enhance it (eg add more queries, make the layout more complex,
etc).

Oracle9i OLAP Data Source

y Unleash the power of the Oracle9i Database with
built-in OLAP
y Wizard-based interface to pick Business Areas,
Dimensions, and Measures

Advanced analytics are the heart of any business intelligence application. Oracle9i OLAP
offers all the advanced analytic features needed to ask complex questions of your data. With
the Oracle9i OLAP data source it easy to formulate those complex questions and present
answers in Oracle9i Reports. For example, take these typical business questions:
•What are the top five selling products in Europe?
•Which sales representatives exceeded their quota by at least 10%?
•By what percent have sales increased for the same period a year ago?
These queries would take hundreds of lines of SQL, but using the graphical query builder
provided with the Oracle9i OLAP data source, a developer can specify this query in minutes,
without knowing SQL.
Of course, this is just one query type in Oracle9i Reports – so reports may be created which
join queries from different data source, so combining data from Oracle9i OLAP with XML,
Web Services, etc. etc.!

Oracle9i JDeveloper Integration

• Create, Run, Debug JSP’s
• Create new Destinations
• Registered JSP Tag Library

Java developers may wish to leverage the powerful publishing capabilities of Oracle9i
Reports within their Java applications. To facilitate this, Oracle9i Reports has been
integrated within Oracle9i JDeveloper in several ways:
• Developers may create a new Reports JSP or Reports Pluggable Destination from within
Oracle9i JDeveloper (they appear as objects in the object gallery and have a dialog to assist
in their creation.)
• Reports can be coded by hand, or the Oracle9i Reports development environment (the
Reports builder) can be launched directly from within Oracle9i JDeveloper. The report can
then be declaratively created as before, then developers may exit back straight into
JDeveloper, and automatiically have the JSP they created brought with them.
• Developers may run and debug Reports JSP’s from within Oracle9i JDeveloper – setting
breakpoints, etc.
• Reports’ JSP custom tags appear within Oracle9i Developer's JSP tag palette to facilitate
easy report development/editing

Reducing complexity Out-of-the-box Integration
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

Oracle9iAS Portal
Oracle9iAS Discoverer
Oracle9i Enterprise Manager
Oracle9iAS Single Sign-on
Oracle9iAS Containers for J2EE
Oracle9i BI Beans
Oracle9i JDeveloper
Oracle9i SCM (Software Configuration Manager)
Oracle9i Forms Developer

Integration is key. Oracle9i Reports is integrated out-of-the-box with these components in
Oracle9iAS and Oracle9iDS

1st Place
Oracle Reports
Java Pro Magazine
August 2001

Readers of JavaPro gave Oracle Reports 1st place in their Reader’s Choice awards 2001.

More Information
y http://otn.oracle.com/products/reports
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Customer Reference Profiles
“Getting Started with Oracle9i Reports”
Whitepapers
Samples
Technical Seminars
Reports SDK
PluginXchange

Summary
y Enables precise, fact-based decision making
through universal information distribution
y Report on Any Data
y Publish in Any Format
y Securely Deliver Anywhere

